FACULTY SENATE AGENDA

Tuesday, May 20, 2014
Room S-138, 2:30 PM

I. REVIEW OF MINUTES, April 22, 2014

II. REPORT ON SENATE RESOLUTIONS SUBMITTED TO PRESIDENT

The following items from the 11/12/13 meeting remain under further consideration by President Walter:

   As a package
   SR#03-13/14 Program Modification Certificate of Achievement - Baking
   SR#04-13/14 Program Modification Certificate in Hospitality Management
   SR#05-13/14 Program Modification Certificate in Culinary Arts
   SR#06-13/14 Program Modification Certificate in Culinary Science
   SR#07-13/14 Program Modification AAS Business Technologies-Hotel/Restaurant/Hospitality-Event
   SR#08-13/14 Program Modification Certificate of Achievement - Catering

The following items from the 2/11/14 meeting are under consideration by President Walter:

   SR#17-13/14 ADCO Proposal 1
   SR#18-13/14 ADCO Proposal 2

The following items from the 3/11/14 meeting have been approved by President Walter:

   SR#23-13/14 Program Modification Sports Fundamentals (WEX-128)
   SR#25-13/14 Course Addition MAT-040 Algebra for Liberal Arts
   SR#26-13/14 Course Addition MAT-044 Algebra Topics
   SR#27-13/14 Course Addition MAT-048 Algebra

The following items from the 4/22/14 meeting have been approved by President Walter:

   SR#28-13/14 Program Deletion COA Retailing
   SR#31-13/14 Program Modification Radiation Therapy Technology
   SR#33-13/14 Course Modification SPE-100 Advanced Oral Communication
   SR#36-13/14 Program Deletion AS.PS.LABOR (64-65 Credits)
   SR#37-13/14 Program Deletion CERT.LABOR (32 Credits)
   SR#38-13/14 Program Deletion COA.LABOR (17 Credits)
   SR#39-13/14 Course Deletion POL-122 Collective Bargaining
   SR#40-13/14 Course Deletion POL-116 LABOR LAW

III. ELECTION OF OFFICERS FOR 2014-2015

   Chairperson
   Vice Chairperson
   Secretary
   Treasurer
IV. CHAIRPERSON'S REPORT (including appointments of Parliamentarian, Senate Curriculum Auditor, and Senate Course Auditor)

V. SPECIAL REPORTS

Dr. Michael Redmond  Updated Code of Conduct Report

VI. COMMITTEE REPORTS

Prof. Gail Fernandez, Committee on General Education

VII. OLD BUSINESS

SR#30-13/14  Course Modification  BUS-104 Customer Service

For inclusion in 2014-2015 Programs section of the Catalog:

SR#41-13/14  Curriculum Addition for 2014-2015 Catalog  CERT.TRAN.LA.GEN

Transfer Studies: Liberal Arts

SR#42-13/14  Curriculum Addition for 2014-2015 Catalog  CERT.TRAN.STP.GEN

Transfer Studies: Sci Tech & Prof Studies

VIII. NEW BUSINESS

A. Curriculum Items:

SR#32-13/14  Course Addition  BIO-207 Sustainability for Man and Nature

As a Package

SR#43-13/14  Program Deletion  AAS.ST.ENV.TECH

SR#44-13/14  Program Deletion  CERT.ENV.TECH

SR#45-13/14  Program Deletion  COA.ENV

As a Package

SR#46-13/14  Course Deletion  ENE-108 Hazardous Waste Site Operations

SR#47-13/14  Course Deletion  ENE-109 Environmental Policy Compliance & Regulation

SR#48-13/14  Course Deletion  ENV-112 Environmental Health

SR#49-13/14  Course Deletion  ENV-122 Environmental Chemistry

SR#50-13/14  Course Deletion  ENV-461-464 Co-op Work Experience (Env.Tech)

SR#51-13/14  Program Deletion  COA.GIS Geographic Info System (GIS)

SR#52-13/14  Program Deletion  COA.AQ – Quality Assurance

As a Package

SR#55-13/14  Course Deletion  ART288 Computer Layout II  SR withdrawn UFN

SR#56-13/14  Course Deletion  ART287 Computer Layout I

SR#57-13/14  Program Modification  AAS. ART.GRPH Computer Graphics/Graphic Design

SR#58-13/14  Course Addition  ART1xx History of Graphic Design

SR#69-13/14  Program Modification  CERT.COMP.GRAPH Certificate in Computer Graphics

SR#70-13/14  Course Addition  ART2xx Computer Layout
As a Package
SR#59-13/14  Course Addition  ART1xx Illustration
SR#60-13/14  Course Addition  ART1xx Watercolor
SR#61-13/14  Course Addition  ART2xx Advanced Drawing
SR#62-13/14  Course Addition  ART1xx Collage Materials and Techniques

SR#63-13/14  Program Modification  AAS.HP.PAR

As a Package
SR#74-13/14  Course Modification  PAR103 Paramedic Diagnostic Methods I
SR#75-13/14  Course Modification  PAR104 Paramedic Clinical Concepts I
SR#76-13/14  Course Modification  PAR200 Paramedic Cardiac and Trauma Care
SR#77-13/14  Course Modification  PAR201 Principles of Paramedic Science II
SR#78-13/14  Course Modification  PAR202 Paramedic Patient Care Techniques II
SR#79-13/14  Course Modification  PAR203 Paramedic Diagnostic Methods II
SR#80-13/14  Course Modification  PAR205 Paramedic Clinical Concepts III
SR#81-13/14  Course Modification  PAR206 Paramedic Field Externship I
SR#82-13/14  Course Modification  PAR207 Paramedic Field Externship II

IX. ADJOURNMENT